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     A much-expanded new edition of 
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     Countless hours of challenge 

     By one of the best-respected 
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About the Publisher: Gambit Publications is passionate about creating innovative and instructive chess books, 
suitable for all standards of player. Thanks to a renowned editorial team of masters and grandmasters, Gambit 
now has over 160 chess titles in print, and half a million Gambit chess books have been sold. Our books for 
beginners and club-level players use effective training techniques to make improving easy and fun.

Most chess puzzle books put you in an artificial situation: you are told a combination exists, what the theme is and what 
you are required to achieve. This one is different. In a real game, a player may sometimes need to find a combination. On 
the other hand he may have to reject a tactical idea and simply find a good positional move. His task is to find the right 
move, whatever it may be. The 300 puzzles in this book put you precisely in that situation. Spectacular ideas abound in 
these positions, but it is for you to decide whether to go in for them, or whether you would be falling into a trap. If you 
need them, there are hints to help you on your way. The book ends with a series of tests to measure your skills against 
those of other players.

Comparative Titles: 
The Ultimate Chess Puzzle Book (Emms) ISBN 978-1-901983-34-0
Secrets of Practical Chess (Nunn) ISBN 978-1-904600-70-1

About the Author:
John Nunn is a grandmaster from England. He has won four individual gold medals and three team silver medals at 
Chess Olympiads. In the Chess World Cup of 1988/9, he finished sixth overall, ahead of several former World Champions. 
He is arguably the most highly acclaimed chess writer in the world – he has twice won the prestigious British Chess 
Federation Book of the Year Award. In both 2004 and 2007 Nunn was crowned World Chess Solving Champion, ahead of 
many former champions. He has written numerous books for Gambit, including Learn Chess Tactics and the best-selling 
Understanding Chess Move by Move.
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